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 I am part of the literacy team at Poppleton Ousebank Primary School.

 We are a two form entry school based in the glorious city of York. 

 We are a school passionate about developing children’s reading for 
pleasure.



 TaRs research shows that reading for pleasure is heavily influenced by 
relationships between: Children and teachers (Cremin, et al. 2014) These are 
the areas I connected to

In order to foster RfP effectively, teachers need to develop: 

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices

3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

◦ Social reading environments

◦ Reading aloud

◦ Independent reading

◦ Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations



I hoped to develop a RfP pedagogy which encouraged other teachers to get 

involved in the books we shared, including informal book talk, 
recommendations whilst at the same time deepen my personal knowledge of 
children’s literature. 

In order to do this my aims were:



 To get other teachers, especially my head teacher involved with the 
development of  reading for pleasure.

 To allow children – and teachers – time to read for pleasure.

 To develop a secret book club

 To produce a termly newsletter.

 To increase the amount of high quality current children's literature available 
to all children to read.

 Get blethering / tweeting / responses from authors.



 At the beginning of the school year I gave all the children the RfP Children’s Reading Survey 
to gauge what kind of readers they were. I then picked a child who was already an  avid 
reader who I knew

would engage her peers with her enthusiasm. I began the secret book club by placing a book 
I had read in a plain brown envelope along with a message on a post-it that instructed the 
child to read it, think of someone else to pass it on to, and then share it with them. This 
became the most battered post-it note, with names scratched and scribbled out as new 
names were added! It was not long before I had a small group of about ten children who 
were all very keen to spread the joy of books and reading. 



We then began to have meetings 
where I would issue more secret 
missions. Some of these included a 
‘book drop’, where we would plant a 
book on a chair of an unsuspecting 
child. 

(I would get the names of these 
children from class teachers.) These 
children would receive invitations to 
read a new book / author they had 
not read before and blether to their 
class, before passing it on to another 
child in their class. 

These were immensely popular and 
all children were eager to be the next 
‘target.’



 The children even took on the reading display in the hall which we designed 
together:  book shelves split into

year groups from Year 1 through

to Year 6.

Age and year groups on 

book spines.

Books recommendations 

changed regularly by 

members. 
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 The children even took on the reading display

Secret Book Club 
members finding 
somewhere 
comfortable to 
read a selection of 
Year 1 and Year 2 
picture books to 
recommend in the  
newsletter and for 
display.



 As we are a two form entry school, the group – who they re-named as the SBC –
wanted to get some of the children from their partner class involved and by Christmas 
we had 18 children buzzing with ideas. 

 After a book delivery from the head teacher which included books suitable for 
reception up to year 6, we came up with a ‘12 books of Christmas’  idea. This had the 
caretaker hanging up 12 large stockings with year groups attached on each one, from 
the dining hall ceiling to create an air of mystery. As each stocking disappeared a 
class would return from lunch to find a note on a chosen chair (I spoke to individual 
teachers to find suitable and enthusiastic readers) with a riddle attached. 



This created a real buzz 
and much excitement as 
children tried to locate 

their brand new books.

Similar letters like this 
were composed 

throughout the year 
and left around the 

school, ‘targeting’ new 

members.



Finally, the 
SBC came 
together to 
research 
(reading 
and 
discussing) 
several 
books to 
review in 
their very 
own 
newsletter. 



 I had had an 
immensely satisfying 
year. 

 Children were 
enthusiastic about 
books! They were keen 
to read, share, discuss 
and recommend books 
– to their peers, to me 
– in the classroom, 
playground or corridor.

 Even when I was on 
lunch duty! I read a lot.

 Collectively we read 
masses!

WOW!



I have never had so 
many comments about 
my personal influence 
on children’s reading -
the most amazing 
feedback from parents 
and children.

I feel really confident in my 
own knowledge of children’s 
literature. In turn, I felt I had 
the best inside knowledge of 
what the children were reading 
in my class than I had ever had 
in 20 years of teaching.



 My head is now fully on board and with her 
support we have begun to tackle how to show 
the pleasure of reading throughout school. She 
has addressed classroom displays, how to set 
the books out in corridors etc.

 As a school we have always had story time every 
day but now children are now allocated time to 
read for pleasure, during this time teachers can 
discuss book choices and really get to know 
what the children in their classes are reading.





My original concern was getting other teachers on board. I started this project 
really wanting to target other teachers who were either convinced the blurb on 
the back was enough or simply didn’t have the time to read all the new books 
that were emerging. The SBC really did all the hard work for me. 

Their enthusiasm (endless) and energy and drive (boundless) for the love and 
sheer pleasure of reading to spread throughout the school is infectious. It is 
now two years since I started the SBC and it is those children who were at my 
door everyday, chatting about books and asking when the next SBC meeting 
would be. 

They left my class and badgered their new teachers to get book blethering up 
and running, they had their own books to display and share and were keen to 
keep the newsletters going. They joined forces with children who were in my 
next class and their enthusiasm for spreading the word continues to grow. It 
has been heartwarming. Teachers and teaching assistants are beginning to 
want to be a part of it or want to borrow the books. The TaRs research ahs 
really enriched our knowledge and practice.

Children who had become members of the Secret Book Club were keen to keep 
their status the following year. They kept up with their book review 
newsletters throughout the year.



 The air of mystery and secretiveness of the SBC is a fantastic hook and 
inspiration for children wanting to be part of a ‘secret’ reading community. 
However it is the discussion of the books – many of which by authors 
children had not come across before – that is key. 

 Blethering really works – that talking, sharing a passage, enthusing about a 
book – meant I saw children I wouldn’t expect engage with books in ways I 
could not have predicted. Furthermore, I really had not anticipated the 
impact it would have on other teachers and teaching assistants. 





I have genuine confidence that the original SBC are going to take it on 
independently when they come back into year 6! I am about to 
embark on a year’s sabbatical but they have assured me they will 
carry on their amazing work – and I know that will! (With a few secret 
missions sent from Korea!) 


